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Executive Summary 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide Committee with a proposal to extend our salary sacrifice 
employee benefits programme by introducing an Electric Car Scheme for employees.  
 
The report sets out how the scheme proposal aligns with national policy drivers and the Climate 
Plan (ACT2030) that has a net zero target for 2030. Progress towards this target would be 
enhanced through colleague uptake of this scheme, benefitting both the organisational footprint 
and that of the local area.  
 
Finally, the report outlines the benefits that the scheme will provide to employees and estimated 
savings to the Council against national insurance and pension contributions of up to c.£1.2m 
over a 3-year period.   
 

Recommendations 
It is recommended that Committee: 
 

1. Acknowledge the contents of this report and the work undertaken to ensure our 
employee reward package continues to align with our business strategy and 
priorities, as well as our future workplace ambitions 

2. Acknowledge the collective work to introduce the scheme and link with the 
ambitions set out in our Climate Plan: ACT2030 

3. Approve the proposal on the basis that: 
• a robust procurement exercise is carried out to identify a suitable provider to 

offer the car scheme benefit and, in line with other salary sacrifice benefits, all 
associated risks are managed within the contract 

• financial elements to the scheme are worked through in detail in line with the 
action above 

• trade unions are engaged around the enhancements to our overall reward 
package and what it means for staff 

• we work towards an Q1 2022 launch 
 

 



 
 

 
 
1. Background 
 
1.1 In line with our workforce for the future strategy and aims to make the Council the place to 

work, we are committed to maintaining an employee benefits package that is valued and 
supports us to attract, retain and engage our staff. It is also important that our employee 
benefits package is aligned to our ambition and priorities, workforce policies and 
management practices.  

 
1.2 Our employee benefits offer is therefore underpinned by the following principles: it is fair 

and inclusive by having a range of options to accommodate the diversity of the workforce, 
it supports staff to have a good work life balance, it provides choice to staff based on their 
needs and personal circumstances, it is attractive and supports the attraction and retention 
of staff and finally it is both easy to understand and easy to access. 

 
1.3 Through work well NL we have made significant effort to respond to the COVID19 

pandemic, offering additional financial wellbeing resources and support to colleagues. 
Existing salary sacrifice benefits are well received such as the Cycle to Work scheme that 
saw a 61% increase in uptake during 2020 related to the pandemic and increased focus on 
active health.  This resulted in £22.5k savings made in 2020 by the Council on NI 
contributions and £20k savings in 2021. 
 

1.4 Despite the obvious impact COVID restrictions has on routine activities globally such as 
commuting to work, working within offices etc, the carbon global footprint still increased by 
6% in the past year. Notably, whilst overall car sales figures were down last year, sales of 
Electric Vehicle (EV) and Ultra Low Emissions Vehicle (ULEV) both increased substantially. 
Direct feedback from car scheme providers and Scottish local authorities currently 
participating in a car scheme for employees ratifies this increase in demand as employees 
seek to make the most of their income and adapt their lifestyles in line with local and national 
policy and infrastructure developments in this area. Furthermore, rapid growth in the 
number of plug-in electric vehicles on our roads over the next few years is to be expected 
as costs of vehicles come down, greater selection of car models be become available and 
consumer confidence grows in electric cars. 
 

1.5 Whilst the council’s business mileage accounts for 1.3% of the council’s emissions, 
transport emissions within North Lanarkshire, including commuting, continues to increase - 
accounting for 46.81% of the area wide emissions. The council’s strategic electric vehicle 
charging partnership with Transport Scotland, Scottish Power Energy Networks (SPEN), 
and South Lanarkshire Council is key to supporting our communities to transition to electric 
vehicles as new diesel and petrol cars are gradually phased out by 2032. Appendix 1.0 
provides details of PACE electric vehicle charging sites across North Lanarkshire. 
 

1.6 It should be noted that trends in relation to the longer-term impact of hybrid working models 
are still emerging, these may influence employee preferences around car ownership and 
costs.  Even, with the shift for many to home/hybrid home working arrangements, car 
scheme providers and Scottish local authorities currently participating in a car scheme all 
report increased uptake in Electric Vehicle (EV) and Ultra Low Emissions Vehicle (ULEV) 
 

The Plan for North Lanarkshire 
Priority  Improve North Lanarkshire's resource base 

Ambition statement (23) Build a workforce for the future capable of delivering on our 
priorities and shared ambition 



1.7 The report proposes to introduce an additional salary sacrifice benefit by offering the 
opportunity for employees to participate in an Electric Car Salary Sacrifice Scheme.  This 
will support colleagues to access the latest green energy car in line with our net Zero 
ambitions whilst maximising their income. 

  
1.8 The report also provides an overview of the factors that have been taken into consideration 

by introducing the Electric Car Salary Sacrifice Scheme for employees and for the Council 
as an employer. The report also intends to reassure Committee (particularly through the 
information in Appendices) that the appropriate checks and balances have been 
undertaken with Finance colleagues, other local authorities who are running similar 
schemes in terms of benchmarking information and potential providers. 
 

 
2. Report 
 
2.1 Introducing an Electric Car Salary Sacrifice Scheme enables the Council to support the 

reduction of transport CO2 emissions and to provide employees with a brand new fully 
maintained and insured green energy car at a lower cost than they could normally achieve 
in the retail market. The scheme enhances our work well NL financial wellbeing support for 
employees to maximise their income.  It develops our reward package in line with good 
practice across local authorities to support employee engagement and retention by 
ensuring that financial wellness is an integral part of our overall well-being offer. 

 
2.2 Brand new cars which will be available through the scheme include both Electric Vehicles 

(EV) with zero emissions and Ultra Low Emissions Vehicles (ULEV) emitting 75g/km of 
CO2 and below. As the vehicle is provided through a salary sacrifice arrangement, 
employees will save income tax, national insurance, and pension contribution on the portion 
of sacrificed salary every month as well as benefiting from the Car Benefit scheme buying 
power and discounts on cars.  Additionally, no deposit is required, and all cars are insured 
and maintained. Fuel efficient savings average at £750 (over a year driving 10,000 miles) 
for someone swapping from a petrol or diesel to a ULEV.  It costs just £2-3 to drive 100 
miles in an electric car – around 2-3 pence per mile. The equivalent petrol or diesel car 
costs more than four times as much at £9-13 for 100 miles of driving. 
 

2.3 It is reported by car scheme providers that a popular EV in schemes operated by other 
Scottish local authorities’ is the Peugeot e-2008 full electric SUV.  For 41% rate income 
taxpayers this car starts from £241 representing savings of £192 when compared to open 
market commercial vehicle rates.  This car for income tax taxpayers of 20% starts from 
£288 representing savings of £145 when compared to open market commercial vehicle 
rates.  Savings are further enhanced when commercial vehicles incur maintenance and 
insurance costs.   A practical illustration of this, and a ULEV (Hybrid) example, are provided 
in Appendix 2. 

 
2.4 In summary, employees who choose to participate in the scheme benefit from fixed cost 

motoring with a salary sacrifice salary deduction and only additional charges payable for 
fuel and charging, enabling them to maximise their income and enhance their personal 
financial wellness.  Appendix 3 provides more detailed information on scheme operating 
details.   

 
Key considerations for employees  
 
2.5 There is a qualifying criterion for employees to participate in the car scheme. Firstly, to be 

able to access the scheme employees must hold a permanent employment contract.  
Secondly an employee’s position must have a full-time equivalent salary over £23,000 to 
allow for salary sacrifice deduction which will not to take their net salary below current 
national minimum wage requirements.  On that basis, the total estimated employees eligible 
to apply for the scheme is c.10,166.  



 
2.6 Full guidance and advice will be provided for employees to make sure that they are aware 

of the implications of salary sacrifice with their net take home pay being reduced by the 
salary sacrifice deduction.  Notably, by participating in a car salary sacrifice scheme an 
employee will have reduced pension contributions and therefore reduced pension benefits.  
Anyone looking to retire with the next five years would be strongly advised not to participate 
in the scheme.   
 

2.7 Employees participating in the Electric Car Salary Sacrifice Scheme pay Benefit in Kind 
(BIK) tax in line with HRMC guidelines. The amount of BIK paid is set by the CO2 emissions 
and electric range of the car and an individual’s tax band.  Low CO2 emissions and high 
electric range attract the best value BIK %.  Appendix 2.0 details BIK % set for the next five 
years and also gives an illustration of how much this could be in real terms based on the 
example mentioned earlier at section 2.3. 
 

2.8 Employees participating in the Electric Car Salary Sacrifice Scheme will also receive lower 
reimbursement payments for any business mileage undertaken.  As the car the employee 
has through the Electric Car Salary Sacrifice Scheme is classed as a company car the 
mileage payable is at HMRC Advisory fuel rates (AFR).  This current HMRC Advisory fuel 
rates (AFR) amount per mile are 4p electric, 9-13p diesel and 11-19p petrol.  Employees 
utilising their own car for business mileage receive reimbursement payments at the 
HMRC’s Mileage Allowance Payment (MAP) rates which is currently 45p per mile for the 
first 10,000 business miles per year.  

 
 Key considerations for the Council as an employer 
 
2.9 Across Scottish public sector, the current trend for workforce uptake on an Electric Car 

Salary Sacrifice scheme are 3%.  Of the 3% of employees who participate 80% opt for pure 
Electric Vehicles (EV) and 20% opt for Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEV) hybrids. 
 

2.10 Based on these trends the total employees predicted to utilise the scheme per year based 
on our eligible workforce is forecasted at 102 with 1% participating each year. Over three 
years to end 2024 the employees predicted to engage with the scheme totals 305 – as 
illustrated in table 2 below.   
 

Table 2 - Projected Council savings - 1% annual employee uptake on EV and ULEV cars  
Car year one 

employee 
participants 

year two 
employee 
participants 

year three 
employee 
participants 

NLC 
cumulative 
savings  

EV – 80% take up 81  163  244  £1,019,078 
ULEV – 20% take 
up 

20  41  61  £188,763 

Total  101  204  305  £1,207,841 
   
2.11 Based on the projected uptake figures the overall saving for the Council to end of 2024 

could be up to c.£1,207,841. This is combined savings from EV of £1,019,078 and ULEV 
of £188,763.  These savings are a consequence of reduced payments for National 
Insurance and pension contributions by the Council due to participating employees having 
a gross salary reduction. 
 

2.12 The cumulative savings figures in table 2 above, are based on savings from live car scheme 
data of a Scottish local authority.  Average annual employer savings per year per vehicle 
type are as follows: EV £2,088 and ULEV is £1,547.  Appendix 4 provides a specific 
breakdown on savings for the Council based on two popular cars with local authority 
employees already participating in a car scheme.   
  



2.13 Current Council savings on Salary Sacrifice Schemes comes from the Cycle2work scheme.  
This has generated Council savings of c.£70k in the last four years. Overall predicted 
savings from the Car Scheme in the next three years could be up to £1.2m if the projected 
uptake is achieved.  Appendix 5 provides further modelling based on only a 0.3% uptake.  
This low uptake still outlines overall predicted savings in the next three years which could 
be up to £362k with a vehicle split of EV 80% and ULEV 20%.  Modelling for 0.3% uptake 
and an equal vehicle split of EV 50% and ULEV 50% still outlines overall predicted savings 
in the next three years which could be up to £332k.  
 

2.14 With exact employee uptake and vehicle split mix both featuring uncertainties, the range of 
potential savings as outlined in 2.13 above and further explored (in Appendix 5) goes from 
£333k to £1.2m.  
 

2.15 The estimated total value of the gross cost for employees over three years is just over 
£4m.  This is combined gross cost from EV of £3.3 million and ULEV of £708k. This is 
again based on live car scheme data of a Scottish local authority.  Appendix 6 provides a 
specific breakdown on the total value of the gross cost for employees.  
 

2.16 The next steps following approval at Committee are: 
 
• Continue to work with our Trade Unions throughout implementation 
• Enter into procurement activities to identify a suitable provider and agree contract terms 
• Create a communications plan for launch of the scheme and resource plan for 

management of the scheme 
• Launch Q1 2022, measure and keep under review 

 
 

3. Public Sector Equality Duty and Fairer Scotland Duty 
 
3.1  The overall programme of work supports both positively in terms of outcomes against the 

plan for North Lanarkshire.   
 

 
4. Impact 
 
4.1 Financial impact – There are financial savings linked to the provision of the Electric Car 

Salary Sacrifice Scheme for employees.  There is a projected positive financial impact to 
us as an employer by offering this salary sacrifice benefit that could be significant as 
covered in section 2.11-2.12 and appendix 5. Operational running of the scheme would be 
covered through existing resources.  

 
4.2 HR policy / Legislative impact – This proposal supports delivery of the Workforce for the 

Future Strategy by enhancing our rewards and recognition offer to attract and retain talent.  
 
4.3 Technology / Digital impact– In line with our digital transformation plans we adopt a digital 

first approach, leveraging the digital platforms we have to reach all staff on any device at 
any time.  We do also recognise digital inclusion in our approach and continue to offer 
alternative ways for staff to access our Work Well NL financial well-being offer.  

 
4.4 Environmental impact – The scheme will form part of the incremental change required to 

enable a reduction of on-road emissions in North Lanarkshire and make progress towards 
the challenging ambition of net zero emissions by 2030.  Lifetime emissions of an electric 
car in comparison to a petrol car, are 30% lower. This figure will continue to improve as the 
UK continues to ‘green’ the electricity grid. 

 



4.5 Communications impact - An underpinning communications strategy exists for Work Well 
NL supported by the strategic communication team; this scheme would be further supported 
through the agreed provider. 

 
4.6 Risk impact – The Electric Car Salary Sacrifice Scheme for employees comes with a high 

level of protection for the Council.  A high value risk is around the theft of a car by an 
employee in which the Council would be liable for the car value.  Detailed risk protections 
can be found on Appendix 7. 

 
 

5. Measures of success 
 
5.1 Engagement levels of employees taking advantage of the scheme benefits in line with 

estimated participation. 
 

 
6. Supporting documents 
 
6.1 Appendix 1: PACE Electric Vehicle charging infrastructure  
6.2 Appendix 2: Illustrative employee car costs comparisons 
6.3 Appendix 3: Operation of the scheme, processes, and delivery  
6.4 Appendix 4: Projected Council employer savings per car 
6.5 Appendix 5: Projected Council savings – low 0.3% employee uptake on EV and ULEV 

cars 
6.6 Appendix 6: Total value of the gross cost for employees  
6.7 Appendix 7: Main risks of the scheme and risk mitigation 
 
Additional link to our  North Lanarkshire's Climate Plan 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Fiona Whittaker 
Head of People & Organisational Development 
 
 
 
 
  

https://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2021-09/North%20Lanarkshire%27s%20Draft%20Climate%20Plan%20ACT2030.pdf


Appendix 1: PACE Electric Vehicle charging infrastructure 
 
Project PACE is a major project that has evolved from the strategic partnership for the 
decarbonisation of transport announced by the Scottish Government and SP Energy Networks  
in August 2019. 
 
The Project PACE team at SP Energy Networks are working in collaboration with Transport  
Scotland and North Lanarkshire Council to deliver new public chargers targeting areas and  
communities in North Lanarkshire where the commercial market has not yet delivered and is  
unlikely to in the short to medium term. 
 
List of PACE sites across North Lanarkshire   
 
No. Hubs Status 50k

Wh 
22kWh 7kWh 

1 Aquatec, Hope Street, Motherwell  Live 1 0 4 
2 Broadwood Stadium, Cumbernauld  Live 2 2 2 
3 Burngreen Park, Kilsyth  Live 0 0 2 
4 Cairnhill Road Car Park, Airdrie In 

Progress 
3 2 3 

5 Drumgelloch Train Station, Airdrie  Live 2 2 1 
6 Drumpellier Country Park, Coatbridge  Live 1 1 1 
7 Glebe Streetcar Park, Bellshill In 

Progress 
2 0 0 

8 Hallcraig Streetcar Park, Airdrie Live 1 2 0 
10 King Street, Coatbridge  Live 1 2 0 
11 Muirfield Community Centre, 

Cumbernauld 
In 
Progress 

2 1 0 

12 Newhouse Park and Ride, Motherwell Not 
Started 

1 2 2 

13 Pivot Centre, Moodiesburn Live 1 2 1 
14 Ravenswood Sports Pitches, 

Cumbernauld 
Not 
Started 

1 1 2 

15 Shotts Community Centre, Shotts In 
Progress 

0 2 0 

16 Shotts Library, High Street, Shotts Live 1 2 0 
17 Stepps Community Centre, Stepps In 

Progress 
1 1 2 

18 Strathclyde Park Charging Hub  Live 3 3 0 
19 The Time Capsule, Coatbridge Live 2 2 2 
20 The Wynd Car Park, Cumbernauld  In 

Progress 
1 2 0 

22 Wishaw Sports Centre, Wishaw Live 1 2 2 
 
Further information available on PACE EV Charging Infrastructure Strategic Partnership – 
February 2021 Environment and Transportation Committee  
 
 
Below is a map of charging points in North Lanarkshire from map zap a leading digital 
platform on electric charging points across the UK. 
 

https://mars.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/egenda/images/att95518.pdf


  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Appendix 2.0 - Illustrative employee car costs comparison 2021 
 
The examples below provide a cost comparison of one of the most popular EV and ULEV cars 
(with other Scottish LA employees) available on the scheme and open market costs should an 
employee approach a dealer for an identical car with the same spec and similar terms of 
contract like mileage and duration of contract. 
 
One of the most popular EV Options 
Peugeot 2-2008 SUV 0.0 Electric 50kWh 136 Allure Auto 
 

 
 

 Open market 
example - 
Commercial   
Vehicle Contracts      
(non-salary sacrifice) 

Salary Sacrifice Car Scheme  

Monthly payments £433 20% tax rate - £288 
21% tax rate - £284 
41% tax rate - £241 

Term of agreement 36 months 36 months 
Annual mileage 10,000 10,000 
Service & tyres additional charge included 
Insurance additional charge  included 
Breakdown cover additional charge  included 

 
 
Salary sacrifice notes  

 20% Income tax rate 21% Income tax rate 41% Income tax rate  
Monthly salary 
sacrifice  

£470 £470 £470 

Tax savings £86 £90 £170 
NI savings £62 £62 £15 
Pension 
contribution 
saving 

£40 £40 £56 

Tax payable 
(benefit in kind) 

£6 £6 £12 

Net monthly 
cost 

£288 £284 £241 

Monthly saving 
to employee in 
comparison to 
Commercial 
Vehicle 
Contracts 

£145 £149 192 

 
Note - figures above are approximate depending on tax code applicable to the individual. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://zen.auto/Configure?optionsSelected=&id=2079723&calculationParameters=duration=36,yearly_mileage=10000,api_wrapper=CONFIGURE,initial_payment=3750.0&affiliate=parkers


Appendix 2.0 continued… 
 
One of the most popular ULEV options 
Mercedes A250e Hatch 5Dr 1.3PiH 15.6kWh 218 SS AMG Line 8G-DCT 
 

 
 

 Commercial   
Vehicle Contracts      
(non-salary sacrifice) 

Salary Sacrifice Car Scheme 

Monthly payments £461 20% tax rate - £326 
21% tax rate - £324 
41% tax rate - £313 

Term of agreement 36 months 36 months 
Annual mileage 10,000 10,000 
Service & tyres additional charge included 
Insurance additional charge  included 
Breakdown cover additional charge  included 

 

Salary sacrifice notes  
 20% Income tax rate 21% Income tax rate 41% Income tax rate  
Monthly salary 
sacrifice  

£481 £481 £481 

Tax savings £88 £92 £173 
NI savings £64 £64 £16 
Pension 
contribution 
savings 

£41 £41 £58 

Tax payable 
(benefit in kind) 

£38 £40 £79 

Net monthly 
cost 

£326 £324 £313 

Monthly saving 
to employee in 
comparison to 
Commercial 
Vehicle 
Contracts 

£127 £139 £148 

 
Note - figures above are approximate depending on tax code applicable to the individual. 
 

Benefit in Kind (BIK) % 
CO2 

emissions 
g/km... 

Electric 
range... 

2021-22 
BIK % 

2022-25 
BIK % 

0 Full electric 1 2 

1-50 >130 miles 1 2 

1-50 70-129 miles 4 5 

1-50 40-69 miles 7 8 

1-50 30-39 miles 11 12 

1-50 <30 miles 13 14 

https://www.leasinggorilla.co.uk/car-leasing/mercedes-benz/a-class-hatchback/a250e-hatch-5dr-1.3-pih-15.6kwh-218ps-amg-line-premium-5dr-8g-dct-start-stop-270063-1236100001


 

Appendix 3.0 – Operation of the scheme, processes, and delivery  
 
1. Implementation: A detailed and comprehensive project implementation plan is produced 

by the scheme provider and managed by them. Detailed process maps for the scheme will 
also be provided. The implementation process takes on average 4 to 6 weeks and there is 
no charge by the provider for this.  

 
2. Marketing: The scheme provider will offer a dedicated marketing team who’ll draft all pre-

launch, launch and post-launch comms and we will work with our communications team to 
leverage our existing communication channels and styling. A good communication strategy 
is key to promoting the scheme and during the implementation stage, a marketing strategy 
would be devised to produce a plan bespoke to our needs and requirements. Promotion of 
the scheme would begin before the scheme launches, starting with some teaser 
communications that a scheme is coming soon and as the launch date approaches, more 
details will be released to build momentum and interest about the scheme. 

 
3. Administration of the scheme: The scheme and all direct employee engagement is 

administered by the provider.  We would oversee and manage the contract with 
administration limited to: 

 
• Authorisation for employee to enter the scheme 
• Monthly payroll reduction and any deductions from net salary – reporting process by 

the scheme provider 
• P11D reporting  
• Monthly payment of invoices (payment terms 14 days) 
 
The provider will provide process maps and data for all necessary actions.  
 

4. End of the arrangement for the employee: At a set number of months left of the 
arrangement the provider will inform the employee of a guide purchase price based on 
CAP% (Car Auction Prices) of around 105% (motor courts circa %120) and any excess 
mileage penalty facing  (no charge for first 1000 miles over).  If the car is being handed 
back the mileage penalty amount is due after last salary sacrifice is made. 

 
Wear and tear allowance of £250 is provided for all cars handed back.  The wear and tear 
accepted is set as per best practice British guide standard which is very specific.  Anything 
above that cost will require the employee to cover it. 
 
Should someone choose to buy the car outright or arrange finance for the car purchase 
they will receive the final purchase price with around fifty days before the agreement end. 
At the end of the agreement, taking ownership of the car is carried out by around 16% of 
participants. 
 

 
NOTE - Around 60% of participants in a salary sacrifice car benefit scheme continue 
the scheme with another brand-new car.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 4.0 – Projected Council employer savings per car 
 
The projected North Lanarkshire Council savings detailed below are broken into two parts (EV 
& ULEV).  
 
 
The EV example used is for Peugeot e – 2008 SUV which has zero emissions.  
 

EV employer savings example 
Tax year 2021-2 2022-3 2023-4 
P11D value* £34,825 £34,825 £34,825 
CO2 & vehicle scale charge 0 g/km = 1% 0 g/km = 2% 0 g/km = 2% 
Gross salary reduction £470 £470 £470 
Class 1 National Insurance 
saved on salary reduction 

£64 £71 £71 

Pension contribution saving £90 £90 £90 
Class 1A National Insurance 
payable on benefit in kind tax 

£4 £9 £8 

Monthly net saving per 
employee 

£150 £152 £147 

Annual net saving £1,800 £1,824 £1,764 
 

*P11D value is the taxable value of the car that HMRC base its calculations on.  The taxable value of a 
car is not the same as its cost. 
 
 

The ULEV* example used is for Mercedes A-Class which has emissions of 24 g/km and a 
initial BIK% of 7% which then increases to 8% for the following two years. 
 
*The ULEV emit emissions less than 74g/km of CO2. 
 
 

ULEV employer savings example 
Tax year 2021-2 2022-3 2023-4 
P11D value* £32,925 £32,925 £32,925 
CO2 & vehicle scale charge 24 g/km = 7% 24 g/km = 8% 24 g/km = 8% 
Gross salary reduction £481 £481 £481 
Class 1 National Insurance 
saved on salary reduction 

£66 £72 £66 

Pension contribution saving £92 £92 £92 
Class 1A National Insurance 
payable on benefit in kind tax 

£27 £33 £30 

Monthly net saving per 
employee 

£131 £131 £128 

Annual net saving £1,572 £1,572 £1,536 
 
*P11D value is the taxable value of the car that HMRC base its calculations on.  The taxable value of a 
car is not the same as its cost. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 5.0 Projected savings - low 0.3% employee uptake on EV and ULEV cars 
 
Savings are based on live car scheme data from a Scottish local authority.  This provided a  
savings per EV and ULEV based on the various salary grades of employees that participated in 
that scheme. 
 
Live car scheme data average annual employer savings per year per vehicle type: 
      -     EV is £2,088  

- ULEV is £1,547 
 
Please note above figures are rounded from £2,008.41 for EV and £1547.34 for ULEV. 
 

80:20 vehicle type split with low 0.3% employee uptake 
 

Car year one 
employee 
participants 

year two 
employee 
participants 

year three 
employee 
participants 

NLC 
cumulative 
savings  

EV – 80% take up 24 49 73 £305,723 
ULEV – 20% take 
up 

6 12 18 £56,629 

Total  30 61 91 £362,352 
   
 50:50 vehicle type split with low 0.3% employee uptake 
 
Car year one 

employee 
participants 

year two 
employee 
participants 

year three 
employee 
participants 

NLC 
cumulative 
savings  

EV – 50% take up 15 30 45 £191,077 
ULEV – 50% take 
up 

15 30 45 £141,573 

Total  30 61 91 £332,350 
 
Table 2.0 in section 2.9 earlier in the report gave Projected Council savings of £1.2m with 1% 
employee uptake on EV and ULEV cars.  
 
Additionally, is should be noted the above savings are based on employees taking a three year  
contract.  This is not fixed.  Employees have the flexibility to choose a contract length that best  
meets their needs between two and four years.    
 
Below outlines employee contract durations based on live car scheme data from a Scottish local  
authority.   
 

employee 
contract 
duration 
years 

employee contract 
length % 

4 40% 
3 32% 
2 28% 

 
 
As mentioned in appendix 3 at contract end around 60% of participants in a salary sacrifice  
car benefit scheme continues the scheme with another contract for a brand-new car.   
 



Appendix 6.0   Total value of the gross cost for employees 
 
The gross cost for employees are based on live car scheme data from a Scottish local authority. 
This provided gross cost per EV and ULEV before any deductions through salary sacrifice are 
made. 
 
Live car scheme data average employee monthly gross cost per year per vehicle type: 
      -     EV is £563  

- ULEV is £486 
 
Please note above figures are rounded from £563.05 for EV and £486.47 for ULEV. 
 
The below chart is based on 80:20 vehicle uptake with a 1% annual employee uptake on EV 
and ULEV cars  
 

Car year one 
employee 
gross costs 

year two 
employee 
participants 

year three 
employee 
participants 

NLC 
cumulative 
savings  

EV – 80% take up £549,500 £1,099,001 £1,648,501 £3,297,002 
ULEV – 20% take 
up 

£118,691 £235,445 £354,136 £708,272 

Total  £668,192 £1,334,445 £2,002,637 £4,005,274 
 
   
  



Appendix 7.0   Main risks of the scheme and risk mitigation 
 
The main risks of the scheme sit with the employee through possible additional charges as 
indicated below. 
 

• Installation of electric charging facility on private driveway from £350 (one off 
payment) – 75% grants available through the UK Government Electric Vehicle 
Home charging Scheme (EVHS) 

• Parking tickets, bus lane fines etc. 
• Excess mileage if over 1000 miles more than agreed mileage amount, mileage 

monitored at least annually to ensure most tax efficient approach is taken to pay 
for excess mileage and reduce salary sacrifice if mileage is under projection.  

• Reconditioning costs if the vehicle is not in appropriate condition, max £250 as 
per very specific British guide standard on wear and tear.  

• Excess insurance amounts £250.  Additional insurance premiums for 18-20 year 
olds and 21-24 year olds increase salary sacrifice amounts. Plus excess 18-20 
year olds from £500.  Can add drivers at any point of the arrangement.   

• Early termination charge if vehicle is handed back early as no longer wanted and 
not covered by a lifestyle protection like sickness, maternity leave etc.  Max 
charge is gross monthly salary sacrifice ‘x’ six. 

• Early termination as above for loss of licence, career break, dismissal. 
 
Risk mitigation to the Council 
 
Car scheme providers aim to remove the risks associated with the scheme for both the 
employee and the employer. 
 
Provisions would be available for North Lanarkshire Council to provide protection against 
unplanned costs.   The provisions cover a large number of causes for an employee terminating 
their contract early for example: resignation, redundancy, retirement, loss of licence, death in 
Service, terminal Illness, TUPE, maternity, paternity, adoption, career break, reduced working 
hours, dismissal etc.  
 
In rare cases where a charge needs to recouped from the employee North Lanarkshire 
Council can be  protected in cases where we are unable to recover the money from the 
employee’s net pay and can demonstrate that we have taken all reasonable measures to 
recoup the money owed from the employee directly (terms and conditions apply).   
 
Possible charges to North Lanarkshire Council are around maternity, paternity, shared parental 
or adoption leave protection, but it is repaid by the provider in most cases.  
 
Most employers feel that they need to provide the benefit during maternity, paternity, adoption, 
and shared parental leave. Whilst the employee’s pay is enhanced, salary sacrifice reductions 
can continue, but once the employees pay reaches statutory level the employer will be unable 
to make any further reductions. The employer will continue to receive monthly invoices from 
the scheme provider, and these will need to be paid in accordance with the agreed terms. On 
the employee’s return to work or resignation following their period of maternity, paternity, 
shared parental or adoption leave, the monthly gross salary sacrifice will be credited to the 
employer for a maximum of 12 months and up to £500 a month. 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/electric-vehicle-homecharge-scheme-eligible-vehicles
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/electric-vehicle-homecharge-scheme-eligible-vehicles

